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National, Region, District Staff

NATIONAL:
GWRRA Directors: Ray and Sandi Garris raygarris@gmail.com
GWRRA Deputy Directors, Region F&I: Mike and Lynn Briggs mlbriggs@comcast.net

REGION:
GWRRA Region F Director: Keith and Teresa Morrison morrison.gwrra@gmail.com (505) 771-0171
GWRRA Region F Assistant Director: Mark Davis madavis@nuail.com (505) 379-1210
GWRRA Region F Assistant Director: Joyce and Rick Elmore
GWRRA Region F Assistance Director: Cathy and George Diaz

DISTRICT:
NM District Director: Dave and Lisa Bachman gwrrdave@gmail.com (505) 934-6165
NM District Assistant Director: Mark Davis madavis@nuail.com (505) 379-1210
NM District Assistant Director: Janet and Gary Longhurst

GnJTrikers@gmail.com (505) 459-0690

NM District Membership Enhancement Coordinators:
MaryLou and Phil Johnston philloujohnston@gmail.com
NM District Rider Educator: Chris Boyle chris224068@yahoo.com (505) 350-0844
NM District Leadership Trainer: Harry Jenkins hwjenkins2@comcast.net (505) 730-6267
NM Couple of the Year: Gary Smith and Trish Warwick triciatalkn2ya@gmail.com
NM District Treasurer: Margie Green margie.green@comcast.net
NM Motor Awareness Coordinators: Mark and Dorothy Rowe mrchevytruck@hotmail.com
NM Medic First Aid: Walter Clement range1274@comcast.net
NM Goodie Store: Judy and John Metts jemetts@gmail.com
NM District Photographers: Bill and Becky Brown bill-becky@hotmail.com
NM District Webmaster: Mark Davis madavis@nuail.com (505) 379-1210
NM District Newsletter Editor: Richard Mummey sandiarider@gmail.com (505) 239-4070
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District Directors
Dave and Lisa Bachman

I need to stop asking people “How dumb can you get?”
They seem to be taking it as a challenge.
You know what I realized? It’s hot in the desert. I know you’re thinking, NO? REALLY? SINCE WHEN? Remember just a few
months ago we were complaining about the cold? Must be Global Warming. Oh wait, maybe it’s just this little climate
event we call SUMMER.
As we head out to visit the other District’s Rallies in the near future make sure you are prepared. Last weekend I did a
small trip to Denver to visit my Grandfather’s grave for Father’s Day. I made a side trip to the top of the Pikes Peak Roadway. I called Bryan and Emma Lape from CO-J and told them I was in town and later that afternoon I met up with them and
rode with Bryan and his nephew Roper to the top of the Trail Ridge Road. We met up with some of CO-J’s members for the
ride to Estes Park where we had dinner in town. We were met by CO-G and some members from Wyoming, we glad
handed all around and started the ride about 9pm. All said and done we had 21 bikes and 32 riders.
I know you’re thinking they started a ride at 9pm. Well this just happened to be their annual ‘Howl at the Moon Ride’.
Can’t very well Howl at the Moon during the day, now can you? It was a beautiful moonlit night. Just two days before the
Strawberry Moon. The road was in great condition, with spots of snow on the sides as we got higher. I mean as we climbed
in elevation, I know we were in Colorado, but we maintained some decorum. When we got to the top we had cookies, took
photos and visited. Always a good incentive to go anywhere.
Even though it was easily 100 degrees during the day, when you start climbing in elevation the temperature goes down
quickly. At the top of Pikes Peak and Trail Ridge Road the temperatures were a crisp 50 degrees. By my math that’s a big
swing. Point being, be prepared. I usually travel with my heated gear year round, never know when you might need it. I did
not need it. Wouldn’t have mattered anyway, I didn’t bring it.
All in all, 1300 miles in 2 days, good roads, good people and good food. An overall good time. The F6B ran like a top. Get
out and visit other Districts, give them a call and see what they are doing, you might enjoy yourself.
Ride Hard or Stay Home
Dave and Lisa

Be alert! Accidents hurt.
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Assistant District Directors
Janet and Gary Longhurst

The Longest Day…….June 21st
Here comes Summer and my mum said that it WAS the longest day when she gave birth to me!
Summer has its own hazards and off putting features like its HOT HOT HOT.
But the longest day this year Gary and I took off work, and rode to St James Hotel in Cimarron for my birthday lunch. Round
trip was 480 miles and is the furthest I have ridden for lunch ever. Gary went to Adobe Deli in Deming for lunch once, without
me. That was way too far for food, no matter how good.
Taking advantage of the wonderful weather we have here in New Mexico and the long days of sunshine and hardly any rain is
what my article is really about today.
We have heard the joke that the double ‘R’ in GWRRA stands for restaurant review but it does NOT ………………………..its Road
Riders. Honestly.
SO get out there and ride……………..see the deer, squirrels and other wildlife but keep an eye on them, smell the freshly
mowed grass, the wet fir trees when it does rain in the wooded areas, skunks (maybe not) and all those other lovely smells to
assault your nose. Yes, you can do a restaurant review or two, a DQ or three.
There are plenty of group rides organized throughout the District. Look online at ride calendars, see what works for you. The
ride to Wing Ding may be a trip you are planning, keep your eye on the emails coming your way with all the details of group
rides.
Keep riding folks, enjoy your Summer,
Janet Longhurst
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Assistant District Director
Mark Davis

A Big Thank You!
What an amazing group of people in this GWRRA. A lot of you know that we live in the East Mountains outside of Albuquerque. I would suggest that you live under a rock if you did not know about the Dog Head fire but even some of my own family
in Albuquerque didn’t seem to know about for several days. Wednesday night, June 15, was one of the longest nights we have
ever had in my lives. From the windows of our bedroom, we watched the red glow of the fire flair up and then calm down. A
gust of wind would hit .and we would watch the smoke cloud even closer to see if it flared again. A long night for sure.
Thursday morning the flood of phone calls, texts, and emails started. All of our fellow GWRRA friends started offering whatever sort of help they could. Trailers to load, places to stay, places to store stuff. A number of the calls are from GWRRA members outside of New Mexico. For some reason, there were a lot of offers to store my motorcycles, I wonder why? To be honest, the amount of support became overwhelming. Overwhelming in a good way but overwhelming none the less. Once we
stopped panicking for the sake of panic, I realized what an amazing group of friends … no, family … I am proud to be a part. In
that moment I realized that if I would just say the word, I could move the entire contents of a 2 story house in about an hour.
It would certainly be a flurry of activity but we would all pull together and get it done.
One of our neighbors is a couple both in their late eighties. They were staying until need be. They have a 21 year old cat and
were afraid the stress of moving her would kill her. Totally understandable but we could not leave and leave them here. We
moved our important belongings into Albuquerque and decided to stay at the house so that when we left, we could take them
with us.
The support from the GWRRA family continued. Requests for status updates as well as words of encouragement and concern
kept coming. Then “they” did it. Our house was in the extended mandatory evacuation area. We discussed it with our
neighbors and decided we would all stay. Things begin to take a huge turn for the better. The wind direction changed and
more humidity moved in. A big blow to the fire and a giant benefit to the firefighters. While the percentage for containment
didn’t seem to rise very quickly, the fire diminished significantly. Since we are in the mandatory zone, if we leave, we are not
getting back in. Now the offers to “find a way” to bring us supplies started. Other GWRRA members who also live very close by
offer to get us anything we need and allow us to park a vehicle at their place allowing us to walk in and out if we need to.
Restrictions are loosened and then removed. Another round of offers to help us move belongings back in. Again we really appreciate the offers of help but we decided to take our time and clean out all the stuff we decided we didn’t need. Not the way
I recommend to do a whole house clean out but hey, why not take advantage of the opportunity.
We’ve all heard the saying that “in times of need, you find out who your true friends are”. I’ll extend that a bit and say you
find out how big your extended family is. Our family is HUGE!
Again, a great big thank you to my GWRRA family!
-Mark
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NM District Membership Enhancement Coordinators
Phil and MaryLou Johnston

The ARL
Hello everyone! After attending a most successful 2016 Combined NM District-Region F Rally, Phil and I simply settled
back and enjoyed quality rest and relaxation time. Finding ourselves revitalized, we are again motivated and ready to resume our roles as NM District Membership Enhancement Coordinators (MECs).

Area Report List
Hopefully, everyone is familiar with the Area Report List, commonly referred to as the ARL. This listing is sent to your Chapter Director (CD) and Chapter MEC each month and again each quarter. Utilizing the ARL, CDs and MECs can ensure new and
perspective members are included in upcoming Chapter events. In addition, CDs and MECs are alerted to expiring or recently expired memberships. After annotating actions taken, CDs or MECs return the updated ARL to the District MEC. In
turn, the District MEC reports contact information to the Region MEC. Finally, the data is forwarded to National.
The ARL is an important tool that ensures a member’s profile information is current and accurate. It also plays a key role in
membership retention. What can you, as a member, do to guarantee the ARL is an accurate document? You can update
your profile as information changes. Updates include address, phone number, email changes, etc. Changing your profile is
easy, and can be done in one of three ways:

1. Call GWRRA Customer Service: 1-800-843-9460
2. Email Customer Service: CustomerService@GWRRA.org 3.
3. Go online: http://www.gwrra.org/members

Until next month…ride safely, enjoy the beautiful weather, and have lots of “F”un!

MaryLou and Phil Johnston
NM District MECs
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NM District Couple of the Year
Gary Smith and Trish Warwick

2016-2017 NM District Couple Of the Year
Well, Gary and I now have our first Rally under our belts, and we thoroughly enjoyed it all! The fun and excitement will be remembered forever!
We were a lot busier than we expected to be, that's for sure! From the COY Competition; to Wiley's cabana on the beach with
his wetsuit and surfboard; to Gary's excitement of entering the trike in his first show; to the AWESOME entertainment by Syd
Master & The Swing Riders. WOW . . . . WHAT A BUNCH OF FUN!!!!
We are sincerely, and absolutely thrilled to have been chosen the NM District Couple of the Year. We first want to thank all of
you very special people, for all of your love, support, and the friendship you have given us thru this process . John Gaherty,
Danny Branch, Crystal Salazar, Deb Sciortino, Barb & Dan Cok, Greg Phillips, Harry Jenkins, MaryLou & Phil Johnston and Jan and
Bob Wills get a special "Cyber-Hug" for your invitation into the association, for your nomination of us to COY, for the guidance,
corrections, calls, meetings and patients with us as we learned and went thru the process.
A very special "Cyber-Hug & Kiss" to John and Judy Metts - our competition in the District COY competition. Your friendship and
our fun conversations - sharing how hard some of this was with you, surely helped take a bit of the stress away. You have a lot
of class and experience, and we hope to learn a lot more from you two!! Thank you – XXOO !!
The GWRRA membership, from the top - down, has embraced us into this AWESOME group of friends that we now call family,
and we know that we are truly blessed.
We will do our best as we go forward - to learn, to teach and to represent GWRRA as the NM District Couple of the Year.
Thank you all, so much for this honor!!
Gary Smith and Tricia Warwick
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A letter to N.M. Gov. Susana Martinez

Dear Governor Martinez,
The little guy on his motorcycle below, is Wiley F Coyote; the mascot of GWRRA NM Chapter F from Albuquerque. He has attempted to visit with you a couple of times to discuss Motorist Awareness & Motorcycle Safety Awareness.

Wiley, along with the NM members of GWRRA, are sincerely thankful to you for your Proclamation for the month of May being
'Motorcyclist Safety Awareness Month". GWRRA have put on events in ABQ, Clovis and Farmington to help emphasize your proclamation and 'be seen' on the roads.
We had a parade in Clovis with approximately 100 bikes, and stopped at the Clovis Court House to hear Mayor Lansford read another proclamation.

In Farmington, we took turns holding signs and waving to the passersby; which, were very receptive to the cause and responded
with honks and a lot of waving.
Wiley says," "Motorcycles are out and about now; so, PLEASE LOOK TWICE - FOR THE SMALL GUY!"
Thank you, Governor Martinez, for your support!
Patricia Warwick,
District COY
NM-F COY
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NM District Rider Educator
Chris Boyle

Rider Education Program
Most of us have probably attended Rider Education seminars during Wing Ding, Region/District Rally’s, Chapter Gatherings,
and other scheduled training during the year. Some of the seminars are consistently presented because they may be needed
to satisfy requirements under GWRRA’s Levels Program. Others are just popular like Motorcycle Crash Scene Response.
Have you ever wondered what other GWRRA training seminars are available? Well, the following seminars are only a portion
of the Rider Education Curriculum. Rider (on bike) courses like the Advanced Rider Course and the Trike Rider Course, Medic
First Aid courses, require specialized instructor training and are not part of the GWRRA University Curriculum.
These seminars may be presented by GWRRA certified University Trainers which we have in most New Mexico Chapters. Talk
with your Chapter Educator if any of these are of interest to you.
Co Rider – A seminar geared for the Co-Rider but equally informative for the Rider. Subjects covered include preparation for
the ride, communication, riding skills, and what to do in case of an emergency. Successful completion of this seminar is a component of the Levels Program for Co-Riders.
Co-Rider 2 – This seminar expands on the Co-Rider seminar covering topics like the Co-rider’s job for braking, cornering,
swerving, and communicating; emergency information, equipment, communication in an emergency; navigator duties, highways and interstates, routes, roads, streets and avenues 101; and packing and loading. (This seminar does not apply to the
Levels Program.)
Level Up – This seminar includes a discussion of the Levels Program and its benefits, how it works, what is required for each
level, the safe and high mileage programs, the master tour rider program, the Rider Education Database and how to promote
the program to the Members.
Road Captain – The seminar provides the basic information that should be covered before every group ride. Attendees are
certified as Road Captains after completing the classroom portion, a written test, and an observed ride. The objective of the
Road Captain Course is to provide Members with education and information that will enable them to be better prepared and
equipped to lead safe Team Rides. Topics include: what is a Road Captain, team riding review, planning the ride, day of the
ride, the ride, and GWRRA Hand-and-Arm Signals.
Team Riding - The purpose of this seminar is to educate and inform Members about the benefits of team riding and the suggested planning and conduct of a team ride.
Trailering – Adding a trailer to the motorcycle creates new challenges for the rider. The Trailering Seminar should provide: a
better understanding of potential problems, a reduction in risk associated with trailers, and an increase in riding safety. Points
covered include: types of trailers, suspensions and hitches, set-up of the bike and trailer, weights and packing, braking practice, backing up, curves, turns and obstacle avoidance, and on the road.
Motorcycling for the Mature Rider – As people age, things like reaction times, strength, and endurance also change. This
seminar will focus on physical change resulting from age, identifying adjustments we can make, identifying potential problem
areas, enhancing the Co-Rider’s involvement in the riding experience, providing a refresher for riding skills, and techniques for
riding after 50.
Motorcycle Crash Scene Response – This discussion takes a basic look at what Riders and Co-Riders need to do when coming
upon an accident scene or being involved in an accident. Seminar topics include: planning and preparation for motorcycle
crashes, how to secure and control the crash scene, how to provide rapid and appropriate emergency medical services response.
Continued on Page 10
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NM District Rider Educator
continued

High Siding Scenarios – A look at the causes of high siding and what you can do to prevent or lessen the effects of this type of
accident.
Riding with New or Inexperienced Riders – Discussion topics include: recognition of the signs, who decides what new or inexperienced is, what are we/they getting into, impact of the new rider or vehicle on the group, risk management, placement in the
group.
Seasoned Rider - This is an interactive seminar with group exercises and participation.
Dealing with Different Elements - Understanding how elements impact risk management. Learn how to: deal with thermal considerations, cope with the four letter word "RAIN", compensate for limited visibility due to weather, expect the unexpected Black Ice, manage the wind in your sails.
Running Mountains, Hills and Curves - What to expect, how to prepare, and a little mountain trivia.
Going, Going, Gone – Preparing for a trip. What you need to do to prepare. Topics include reading a map, trip planning, and
packing a trailer.
Night Riding – Once the sun goes down riders need to take special precautions. Why are you out for the night? Are you as alert
as you should be? How’s your eyesight? As darkness falls things that are obvious in the daylight are harder to see. Animals, road
conditions, other vehicles, and truck blind spots are also covered. How can the Co-Rider help? What can you do to be more visible?
Riding in the Heat – Summer riding presents new challenges for the rider who is less than prepared. This seminar will educate
and inform riders about hot weather riding, provide tips for Riders, Co-Riders, and machines to safely ride in the heat. Do you
know how to recognize the signs of heat trauma?
Helmet Myths - Educate yourselves about helmet exaggerations, half-truths and nonsense. Learn about all aspects of helmets.
How to Use the Rider Ed Database – a tutorial for Educators as potential users. The Rider Education Program Database is a tool
designed to assist and help the GWRRA Rider Educators, at all levels of the organization, manage and record the Member’s Rider
Education accomplishments and achievements
You’re an Educator – Now What? – What are the duties and responsibilities of an Educator?
MOTORIST AWARENESS
The Motorist Awareness Program is a part of Rider Education and serves as a way to reach out to the motoring public and make
them aware of motorcycles and motorcyclists.
Think Motorcycles - The purpose of this seminar is to make people more familiar with motorcycles. Topics include: Why familiarity helps, who rides motorcycles, road hazards, why motorists collide with motorcycles, blind spots, driver distractions, and how
you can help.
Share the Road - The purpose of this seminar is to share with the public some of the hazards motorists present to motorcyclists
and how they can be part of the solution. Topics include: the Gold Wing Road Riders Association, what familiarity is and why it
helps, motorcycle characteristics and who rides them, hazardous road and driving scenarios, why motorists collide with motorcycles, blind spots, driver distractions, how you can help, why motorcycles are harder to identify in traffic, why Motorist Awareness
exists, and what is "Share the Road"?

Your Destination is Reward for Safe Riding
GWRRA
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NM District Leadership Trainer
Harry and Amy Jenkins

ATTITUDE
Have you really ever sat down and thought about your attitude and the attitude of those around you?
Charles Swindoll wrote the following regarding attitude:
"The longer I live, the more I realize the impact of attitude on my life. Attitude, to me, is more important than facts. It is more
important than the past, than education, than money, than circumstances, than failures, than successes, than what other people
think or say or do. It is more important than appearance, giftedness or skill. It will make or break a company, church or a home.
The remarkable thing is we have a choice every day regarding the attitude we will embrace for that day. We cannot change our
past. We cannot change the fact that people will act in a certain way. We cannot change the inevitable. The only thing we can do
is play on the string we have, and that is our attitude ... I am convinced that life is ten percent what happens to me and ninety
percent how I react to it. And so it is with you ... we are in charge of our attitudes."
When I read the above, I thought about it and came to the following conclusion. My attitude and the attitude of those around me
are very important to me. I have seen many friendships fall apart because of attitude.
Just the other day I had to return an item to the store from which it was purchased. On the wall behind the customer service
desk was a poster that read “Attitude is Everything.” I questioned the clerk and she said that her manager brought it in one day.
The manager said that she wanted each clerk to read it at least once a day and to remember that their attitude can and will be
the deciding factor in whether a customer returns to their store or not. I also believe that, as a customer, my attitude toward the
clerk will be the deciding factor as to how I am served. In the same way, the attitude of each Officer and Chapter member will be
the deciding factor as to whether a new member or even an existing member will return to the Chapter.
The following is a list of positive words that can be used to describe attitude:
Active - Is your Chapter active? Do you plan rides and activities for your membership
Trust - Does your Chapter trust you, or do they watch and criticize?
Thriving - Is your Chapter growing or is your membership getting smaller?
Interesting - Are your Chapter gatherings interesting or boring?
Treat - Are you treating your Chapter members as you would like to be treated?
Unique - Are you using your own ideas, your staff’s ideas or are you using the ideas of the Chapter members. Are you taking the
credit for the success of a planned activity or giving credit where credit is due?
Desire - Do you have the desire to see your Chapter succeed and grow?
Enticing - Do you end your Chapter gatherings or activities with your Chapter wanting more?
If you can truthfully answer “yes” to any of the above questions, then I feel that you and your Chapter are on the road to success.
Anonymous

Harry W. Jenkins II
District Leadership Trainer

This article is from the GWRRA Riders Education Section Give me 5 Section.

Chapter "W" Ride Educator
ATGATT
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NM District Medic First Aid
Walter Clement

Summer Heat
We expect our motorcycles to function properly. In order to experience a successful road trip, your bike must be properly
fueled and maintained.
Our motorcycles have warning lights for low fuel, low oil pressure, low brake fluid, low tire pressure and a warning to alert
you if your bike is overheating. These are critical systems manufacturers have created.
There are no visual warnings or analog gauges for our bodies.
When we perform our Motorcycle T- CLOCS, there is nothing that tests or indicate the condition of the rider. Important
things we need to know about ourselves are the ramifications of riding in the hot sun and/or hot temperatures.
Envision your bike displaying that it is fatigued or dehydrated. What if your bike exhibited it was severely damaged because
of prolonged sun exposure? Most likely you would stop the bike, cover it and wet it down; and probably not ride the bike
until it adequately recovers.
We should spend an equitable time caring for ourselves. As the weather heats up, let’s properly prepare ourselves for the
road. Carry plenty of water. A gallon of water weighs 8.34 pounds. You carry a gallon of water on your bike.
Cover up so as to protect yourself from the sun. “Over time, the sun's ultraviolet light damages the fibers in the skin.” Protecting your skin can be challenging. UVB produces sunburns and UVA is associated with aging; both UVA an UVB may increase the risk of skin cancer.
Not all sunscreen products provide the protection you need. You must be aware of UV protection factors. When shopping
for sunscreen, also look for exposure factors. Your sunscreen package should contain Ultraviolet A and Ultraviolet B sun protection.
The SPF stands for ‘Sun Protection Factor.’ The higher the number, the longer you can stay in the sun without burning.
Applying sunscreen only one time will not offer you protection over several hours. Sweat, clothing and water sports will
wash away any screen. You should reapply your sunscreen a minimum of every two hours.
According to the Consumer Reports, the most effective sunscreens are often the least expensive. Consumer Reports ranked
“Up & Up’s Sports Continuous SPF 30”, a Target store brand as Consumer Reports best buy.
Other highly rated brands were:
Banana Boat Spots Performance SPF 30
Coppertone Spots Ultra Sweat proof SPF 30
CVS Fast Cover Sport SPF 30
No matter what brand you use, apply sunscreen every two hours or each time you stop for gas. Pack sunscreen on all bike
rides.
As we head out on our summer rides, remember to carry adequate sunscreen. Although your skin can partially repair itself,
nothing can undo sun damage. Protect your skin.
A Safe Ride is a fun Ride
Walter Clement
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NM District Newsletter Editor
Richard Mummey

Don’t be this person!

Be this person!

Remember to tear your raffle tickets and
Yes, our NM-DD threw his ticket in
place the ‘ticket’ portion in the container. the container and wins a prize!!!
Hand on to the ‘keep the coupon’ portion.

M&M’s for breakfast. Guess how
many M&M’s in the jar. Closest to
the total number wins the jar.!

Happy Independence Day!! Have a safe Fourth of July!!
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New Mexico District Chapter
Gatherings
“C” Clovis

“D” Farmington

1st Saturday 6:30 PM Gathering

2nd Saturday 9:00 AM Gathering

Red Lobster

Golden Corral

2601 N. Prince

1715 E. Main St.

Clovis, NM 88101

Farmington, NM

CD’s: Tom & Lorraine Weingates

CD: Gary Greenfield

(575) 762-5445

greenfieldgary3@gmail.com

howlingwinds@suddenlink.net

“R” Roswell
“F” Albuquerque

1st Saturday 11:30 AM Gathering

1st Saturday 7:30 AM Eat, 8:30 AM Gathering

Jan. April, July, Oct.

Golden Corral

K-Bob’s, 19th & Main, Roswell

2701 Coors Blvd., NW

Feb., May, Aug., Dec.

CD’s: Danny Branch & Crystal Salazar

Stevens Inn, 1829 S Canal, Carlsbad

(505) 480-5330

March, Nov.

dbranch654@gmail.com

Ranchers Steak House, 2022 N Turner, Hobbs

cjs129@hotmail.com

June, Sept.
K-Bobs, 157 US Hwy 70 Ruidoso

TX-”A1” El Paso

CD: David West

2nd Saturday 11:00 AM Eat, 11:30 AM Gathering

(575) 626-8326

Rudy’s Country Store and BarB-Q

dww4664@msn.com

6401 S Desert Blvd
El Paso, TX

“W” Albuquerque

CD’s: Tom & Lisa Evans

3rd Sunday 7:30 AM Eat, 8:30 AM Gathering

(575) 652-3144 p

Golden Corral

(732) 809-2184 c

10415 Central Ave., NE

evans@att.net

CD: Tom Brewer
(505) 604-7546

“N” Rio Rancho

frankenankle2044@yahoo,com

4th Saturday Noon Gathering
Village Pizza
4266 Corrales Rd
Corrales, NM 87048
CD’s: Joe & Nancy Opuszenski
(505) 892-4223
joeopus@earthlink.net
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Wing Ding

http://wing-ding.org/

Other Rallies—District
Texas District Rally—May 19-21, 2016 Temple, TX
http://www.gwrra-tx.org/news/2016Registration.pdf

Utah District Rally—July 15-16, 2016 Vernal, UT
https://calendar.google.com/calendar/event?
eid=bzJxZm9rbjhlNG1hbnQ4amptNmRobDlnZzggZ3dycmF1dGFoQG0&ctz=America/Denver

Colorado District Rally—-August 11-13, 2016 Montrose, CO
http://coloradogwrra.com/Rally/Colorado/CoDistrictRally.htm

Arizona District Rally—-October 25-30, 2016 Lake Havasu City, AZ
http://gwrraaz.org/distirct/rallys/2016-az-district/online-registration/
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